PRODUCT GUIDE
-the dodil-dildo
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GENERAL INFORMATION
In this guide we have gathered as much information as possible regarding our
product “the dodil-dildo”. Please take a few minutes to read through it and use it,
or our website: www.thedodil.com, as your first source of information before
contacting us.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Please use the e-mail sales@thedodil.com or hello@thedodil.com
as a first option.
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UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION
CONSTRUCTION/QUALITY ASSURANCE/REPLACEMENT POLICY
PRODUCT PACKAGING
SHIPPING
PRODUCT LABELING, DIGITAL MEDIA, STORE LOCATOR
COMPANY INFORMATION
“You are in constant change
and yet you remain unique.

Agreements, quality or product inquiries:
Richard Almgren - richard@thedodil.com
Marketing, media and press:
Peter Gustavsson - peter@thedodil.com
Orders, tracking or distribution:
Joachim Andreasson - sales@thedodil.com
Invoicing and payments:
Johan Skalin - johan@thedodil.com
Telephone (business days 10:00-17:00 GMT+1): +46 76 847 40 50

The dodil can be repeatedly
changed and still always be
your perfect dildo”

Company address: Brogatan 4, 703 58 OREBRO, SWEDEN
Warehouse address: Traddragargatan 1, 723 37 VASTERAS, SWEDEN
E.U VAT: SE559107-112001

Unique as you are.
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CUSTOMIZABLE
The dodil-dildo is the world’s first and truly
customizable dildo where the user has the
power to shape their own perfected dildodesign by using their hands. All to fit their
anatomy and fantasy. And more amazing is
that you can do it over and over again.
Practically a new design whenever you
desire or for finding that perfect dildo that
you stay with.

UNIQUE PACKAGING
When selling the complete kit our unique
and beautiful steel thermos flask is
included by being the packaging, a heating
vessel and secret hideout for the dodil. It
draws the attention whether it is placed on
a shelf in a shop or in a product image.

SUSTAINABLE
By having a core of a so called biothermoplastic the dodil-dildo is about 90%
biodegradable (volume weight). Making it
the most ecofriendly silicone covered dildo
in the world.

LIKEABLE
We are an inclusive company, based on
Swedish core values of friendship, equal
rights and the environment. By such we
strive to educate, learn and empower by
presenting products with the outmost care for
people and the nature.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS
The dodil-dildo is built by having a unique liquid silicone formula which
makes for the stretchy cover and a thermoplastic core that reacts to heat.
All together it makes for the incredible patented and patent pending (PCT)
technology which makes you able to shape and reshape it.
Also inside the dodil-dildo there is an ABS-plastic handle for stability with our
‘d’-icon in the back end.
Total length: 187 mm / 7.35 in. (135 mm / 5.31 in. moldable)
Diameter: 39 mm / 1.53 in.
Weight: 220 gram / 0.475 lbs

Body-safe silicone cover (RTV and liquid)
Back marked
by ’d’-icon plug.
The plug secures
the silicone cover.

We take pride in selling a quality product. Malfunction in the dodil-dildo due to
manufacturing might happen, but are held at the lowest possible by having a 6-tier
product quality control management system as per below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Silicone stretch cover, factory
Fitting and assembly, factory
Structural & surface control, factory
Structural & surface control, warehouse
UV-light scan, warehouse
Heat-test and sterilization (5-10% of the units from every batch), warehouse

Thanks to this our broken percentage is kept at below 1.5%.
We also have our durability “testers” which have survived getting heated and shaped
~400 times or more. In comparison to most of our customers, they usually find their own
personal design in just 1-3 tries.
We welcome all feedback regarding quality as we strive for excellency in this area.
REPLACEMENT POLICY
Accidents do happen. An air-bubble gets missed in quality control, a customer not
following the instructions or something gets damaged during shipping.
In the end it all comes down to the support and customer care. And by this we replace
all damaged or broken dodil-dildos - provided we can get pictures and an explanation of
how it broke.

Stabilizing plastic handle
(non-moldable ABS-plastic,
covered by silicone)

100% body-safe
100% non-toxic
100% bio-degradable core*
(*~90% of the total volume weight)

Biodegradable &
non-toxic core
You are welcome to direct any customer issues to us if you want (e-mail to
(biothermoplastic) hello@thedodil.com). This way we can continue to learn, tend to the users and how to
avoid any future mistakes.
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PRODUCT PACKAGING
SINGLE UNIT PACKAGING
The dodil-dildo as a single unit comes packaged in a labeled and graphic box with
EAN/PLU-code. Inside the box is our instructional leaflet and a cord for shaping.
Material: Printed cardboard, reinforced structure
Size: 5x5x20 cm /1.95x1.95x7.9 in
Weight: 0.23 kg / 0.485 lbs
COMPLETE KIT PACKAGING
The complete kit makes use of the included steel thermos flask as product packaging.
The thermos has a sticky label for PLU/EAN-code. The thermos is delivered with a
dodil-dildo, our instructional leaflet and a cord for shaping. The thermos comes
delivered in a white plain cardboard box.
Material, outer packaging: Cardboard, white plain box
Material, thermos: Stainless steel body and outside lid, plastic (inside)
Color: Teal
Print: Dodil-logo
Size: 10x10x21 cm / 3.9x3.9x8.3 in.
Weight: 0.8 kg / 1.58 lbs

LANGUAGES
Our instruction booklet is printed in the following languages:

English, German, Dutch, Swedish, French, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Russian
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SHIPPING
We have a flat-rate agreement with DHL to maintain the best shipment costs. Should
you want to use your own shipper please contact us.
Order + packaging + shipping time is 4-6 days.
SMALL CASE
10x10x23 cm / 3.9x3.9x7.8 in.
One single small case can contain 1 thermos unit
or 4 single units.

Shipping fee:
E.U: 10 EUR (+5 EUR additional box)
U.S: 14 USD (+8 USD additional box)

20 cm
7.8 in.

=1 x
10 cm
3.9 in.

=4 x

10 cm
3.9 in.

MEDIUM CASE
20x25x25 cm / 9.8x9.8x13.8 in

For medium cases we have different ready-to-ship combinations, as per below:

CASE A: 6 Complete Kit Dodil
CASE B: 24 Single Package Dodil
CASE C: 4 Complete + 8 Single
CASE D: 3 Complete + 12 Single
CASE E: 2 Complete + 16 Single

=6 x

25 cm
9.8 in.
25 cm

= 24 x

35 cm
13.8 in.

Shipping fee:
9.8 in.
E.U: 12-15 EUR (+5 EUR additional case)
U.S: 24 USD (+16 USD additional case)

CONTACT US IF YOU WANT ANY OTHER COMBINATION
LARGE CASE (DISTRIBUTION)
50x50x70 cm /
One large case can contain 48 thermos units or 192 single units or any
combination where 1 thermos unit = 4 single units.

= 48 x

Distribution MOQ: 2 cases
Shipping fee:
E.U: Contact us for pricing
U.S: Contact us for pricing

= 192 x
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PRODUCT LABELING
The dodil is a registered trademark and also a brand name. The following wording, in
matters of SEO and brand building, is what we will be labeling our product in all future
marketing. To make use of our efforts it is recommended that you use them as well.
Create your perfect dildo
Design your perfect dildo
Your perfect dildo
Please go to www.thedodil.com/retailer/ and download our ”Product Description Guide for
Online Stores” for the full descriptions, instructions etc for online store product information.

DIGITAL MEDIA
All downloadable images and videos et c can be found on www.thedodil.com/media/.
If you should need another size for images or translations please contact us at
sales@thedodil.com and we will help you the best we can.

STORE LOCATOR
To be registered on our store locator please e-mail us at sales@thedodil.com
with your specifications (address and website).
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COMPANY HISTORY
The dodil is a company-owned brand from Sweden, with an additional PR and marketing office in Cologne, Germany. We are a solid team of people
working in this company with the soft company core made of the two founders, Richard Almgren and Peter Gustavsson.
The dodil was brought to life in the fall of 2016 thanks to the inventor Richard Almgren, m.sc in Material Physics, getting a close to fanatic relationship
to the core material, the thermoplastic. Bringing the material to a friend exclaiming the shape of the piece he brought resembled a dildo, they had a
good laugh about it. Later that day, Richard woke up in the middle of the night, and the idea for the dodil-dildo was born. Some months later he
teamed up with Peter Gustavsson, a friend from the past. Getting the interest from investors was never a problem, since friends hearing about it
flocked to support and invest in this brilliant idea.
By such, the dodil-dildo and the brand ‘dodil’ is born out of friendship. And we continue to strive for friendship in all our ventures. From our contacts
with distributors and retailers, reviewers/bloggers and media, down to the very last customer. We maintain excellent response times in our support
and are always open for feedback and adding new features et c. Also, thanks to this focus on friendship we managed to hone the last steps of the
dodil-dildo with help from the “expert consumers” a k a bloggers/reviewers. At the moment we are racking up reviews as the sex toy of 2017 (and
hopefully 2018 for those who haven’t reviewed it yet).
We hope you will benefit from joining us, as a friend and as a business partner, reshaping the world of design, vaginal exploration and new sensations
in the search for the perfect dildo.
Yours sincerely,
Team Dodil
P.S Don’t forget to follow us on our social media (click to go to each media):
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